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Since the financial crisis, central banks and regulators have –
understandably – focused on establishing much higher standards
for bank capital and liquidity. In June this year, Mark Carney,
governor of the Bank of England, said that UK banks’ capital
requirements had been increased 10-fold since the time of the
financial crisis and that the banks had raised more than £300bn in
new capital and £600bn in high-quality liquid assets. 
The importance of capital and liquidity are undeniable – one

goes to the solvency of the institution, the other to its ability to
continue to trade – and they are interconnected. But the way capital
requirements have evolved across the UK banking system has had
a distorting effect on competition and reinforced the grip of the “Big
Four”. Under Basel 1 capital rules, which operated between 1988
and 2008, capital was set at an institution level (minimum 8 per
cent of risk-weighted assets) in relation to a perception of their risk
of failure and level of maturity. But the assets on a bank balance
sheet were all risk-weighted the same way, irrespective of
institution. It was not a level playing field between large and small
banks in terms of their respective required capital but, nonetheless,
it was a simple system that was easy to understand and with no
distortions by business mix. 
The Basel 2 rules that apply today additionally allow for

differences in risk weights, based on an institution’s ability to
demonstrate its historical performance in such asset classes – the
internal ratings-based (IRB) approach. Under the IRB approach,
data and sophisticated financial modelling techniques are employed
by the largest banks to support lower risk weightings of their assets.
Smaller banks, without such historical data, operate on standardised
risk weightings, which typically are set at a higher level. 
The credit risk weightings form part of the Pillar 1 capital

calculations within internal capital adequacy assessment processes
(ICAAPs). Additional capital may be added through Pillar 2 
add-ons to cover aspects of risk such as asset concentration and/or
operational risk. This approach to capital calculations typically
produces higher capital requirements than for IRB banks – although
they can use the approach only if it is applicable to 80 per cent of
their assets. Whether that is possible is ultimately determined by
the availability of historical loan data and the bank’s modelling
capability. Lower risk weightings, however, are a major boost 
to competitiveness. 
The paradox is that banks on the standardised approach

inevitably carry higher capital requirements for business that
exhibits the same risk. This means they cannot compete on price,
which is why they focus on niche markets and on factors such as
customer service to compete. Not surprisingly, newer challenger
banks, such as Hampshire Trust Bank, do not have the necessary
data history on their loan books to support any approach other than
the standardised one.  
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That means that a customer applying for a mortgage at an IRB
bank, such as Nationwide or Barclays, would receive a significantly
different risk-weighting treatment than at a smaller, standardised
bank – possibly as low as 8 per cent for IRB and 35 per cent under
the standardised approach – yet the risk of the underlying customer
and transaction is identical. Similarly, standardised risk weightings
for lending to SMEs range between 75 per cent and 100 per cent
(depending on the size of borrower), but may be much lower for
IRB banks. The SME support factor represents some recognition
of this, in that it
effectively adjusts down
the weightings on some
standardised SME
lending, but it only
represents a temporary
adjustment and, in many
ways, illustrates the anomaly created by the two approaches.
The problem has been recognised in part by the BoE, which is

considering easing the regulatory burden on challenger banks by
adjusting capital requirements. How this will manifest itself remains
to be seen. The risk weights applied to credit need to reflect the risk
properly. But proposals for Basel 3 will serve to increase the
divergence between standardised and IRB banks because
standardised risk weights on specialist markets such as property
development finance may be increased from 100 per cent  to 150
per cent.
The security of the banking system will not be well served by

hobbling competition. Proportionate, risk-based regulation is
required to foster effective markets. Challenger banks are not
seeking special treatment, merely a level playing field on which to
operate. We understand that banks must hold enough capital to
weather future financial storms but the current approach restricts
smaller banks to specialist niches. They should be squarely in the
mainstream market. Implementing a more proportionate and
balanced capital model should provide greater choice for consumers
and businesses, helping the latter grow and, in turn, drive the
economy forward, which is good news all around.
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